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Factors Affecting Water-Supply Potential
of the Twin Cities Me_tropolitan Area
Aquifer System
MICHAELE. SCHOENBERG

ABSTRACT-The Twin Cities aquifer system in Minnesota contains five aquife~s and fou: confining units that
together consist of fourteen geologic units. Unconsolidated sand and gravel aqmfers overlie bedrock sandstone
and carbonate aquifers. Between 1880 and 1980, groundwater wi_thdrawals have c_aused long-term wate~ level
declines of as much as 90 feet in the Prairie du Chien-Jordan aquifer and 240 feet m the deeper Mount S~monHinckley aquifer-the two major sources of groundwater supplies in the ar~a .. The estimated max1mu1:1
continuous withdrawal rate from the aquifer system is about 650 Mgal/d (million gallons per day). This
compares with an average daily groundwater use on an annual basis of a~out 20~ Mgal/d from the l_ate 1970s
through 1986, the last year of normal precipitation. Increas~d costs of w1t?drawmg ground water, mcreased
risks of decreased groundwater quality, and increased conflicts between s1multaneo~s ~sers of gr_oundwater
resources are associated with increased rates of groundwater with~rawal. The prmc1p~l physical factors
affecting water-supply potential are those that control the rate at which water may be withdrawn from the
Mississippi River and the Twin Cities aquifer system.

Introduction
The relative importance of the Twin Cities aquifer system
to its metropolitan water supply (Figure 1) is demonstrated
by the percentages of groundwater and the Mississippi River
water used for supply. During the period 1976-79, groundwater supplied 62 percent of all water used, excluding instream use by electrical powerplants, while the Mississippi
River supplied 38 percent.
The Twin Cities Metropolitan Area (TCMA) began to
depend on groundwater in the 1880s. Groundwater withdrawals (1) for the period 1880-1980 increased steeply from
about 1 Mgal/din 1880 to about 200 Mgal/din the late 1960s,
when withdrawals stablized at least through the early 1980s.
The recent drought of 1987-88 has fostered an interest in
physical factors that affect water supply in the TCMA. The
principal physical factors affecting water supply are those that
control the rate at which the water may be withdrawn from
the Mississippi River and from the Twin Cities aquifer system.
This report is the result of current and previous work
cooperatively funded by the U.S. Geological Survey and the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Legislative
Commission on Minnesota Resources, and the Metropolitan
Council of the Twin Cities. It describes and summarizes
available geologic and hydrologic information on the Twin
Cities aquifer system and presents concepts of groundwater
flow through the aquifer system as they relate to and affect the
water-supply potential for the TCMA.
Previous Studies
The Twin Cities aquifer system has been described in terms
ofboth regional (2-10) and local hydrology (11-21). Norvitch
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and others (7) provide background information on the
regional hydrology. Investigators at the University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Geological Survey (22-34) have
discussed the development of the Twin Cities basin, which
forms the geological framework of the Twin Cities aquifer
system. The most recent investigations have made extensive
use of a well-log data base maintained by the Minnesota
Geological Survey (33-35). Hydraulic-head data are used to
describe the configuration of the potentiometric surfaces.
Data are available for the Prairie du Chien-Jordan and Mount
Simon-Hinckley aquifers for 1880 (before initial development of groundwater resources) (35), 1949 (35), 1959 (35),
1965 (35), 1970 (7), 1977-78 (36), 1980 (18), and 1989 (36).
Conversion Factors
Regional groundwater withdrawal rates are customarily
given in the units Mgal/d. Water withdrawal rates from an
individual well are customarily given in units of gal/min
(gallons per minute). River discharge rates and aquifer flow
rates are customarily given in units of ft3/ s ( cubic feet per
second). These abbreviations are often given as mgd, gpm,
and cfs for Mgal/d, gal/min, and ft3/s, respectively. Conversion factors between these units are: 1 Mgal/d = 1.547 ft3/s;
1 gal/min= 0.002228 ft3/s; 1 Mgal/d = 694.4 gal/min.
Rates of groundwater recharge and precipitation over a
specified area are customarily given in units of inches per year
(in/yr). The relation between the rate of recharge and the
resultant equivalent volumetric flow rate is: (Rate of recharge,
in/yr) x (Area, mi2) x 0.0737 = (Volumetric flow rate, ft3/s),
where 0.0737 is a conversion factor.
In this report sea level refers to a geodetic datum derived
from a general adjustment of the first-order level nets of both
the United States and Canada, called the National Geodetic
Vertical Datum of1929 (formerly"SeaLevel Datum of1929").
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Figure 1. Location of Twin Cities Metropolitan Area, Prairie du Chien-Jordan aquifer, and regions of high hydraulic head.
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General Description of Aquifer System
Hydrology of the Twin Cities aquifer system can ~e
described under three major topics: (1) hydrogeologic
setting and hydraulic properties; (2) bu~i~d bedrock valley~;
and (3) present-day river valleys. Initial hydrogeologic
mapping determines the extent, thickness, depth below l~d
surface, and rock type of individual aquifers and confin~ng
units in the Twin Cities aquifer system as well as locating
buried bedrock valleys. Hydraulic properties are estimated on
the basis of water-transmitting characteristics of aquifers and
intervening confining units. The movement of water between
major rivers and the groundwater system is affected by the
hydraulic connection between the s~eambed; the un~onsolidated deposits of sands, gravels, silts, and clays filling the
river valley; and the bedrock aquifers.
Hydrogeologic Setting and Hydraulic Properties
The Twin Cities aquifer system contains fourteen geologic
formations (37, Table 1) that are up to 1,000 ft thick (2_4).
They can be grouped into five aquifers and four confining
units (Figure 2). Bedrock hydrogeologic units subcrop under
up to 600 ft of unconsolidated glacial drift, which mant~es the
deeply incised bedrock surface (34). Toes~ unconsoli~ted
deposits are considered the uppermost ~quifer but consis~ of
separate sand and gravel aquifers.and silt and clay ~onfinmg
units. Four bedrock aquifers consist of sandstone, limestone,
and dolomite. They are, in descending order, the St. Peter,
Prairie du Chien-Jordan, Ironton-Galesville, and Mount
Simon-Hinckley aquifers. Four bedrock confining units
consist of siltstone, fine-grained sandstone, and shale. They
are, in descending order, the Decorah-Platteville-Glenwood,
lower St. Peter, St. Lawrence-Franconia, and Eau Claire
confining units. The major physical and hyd_raul~c. charac~eristics of the hydrogeologic units in the Twin Cities aquifer
system are described in Table 1.
Three aquifers (drift, Prairie du Chien-Jordan, and M~unt
Simon-Hinckley) supply most of the groundwater to highcapacitywells (1). The largest withdrawals from grou:1dwater
come primarily from the shallower bedrock aqm_fer, the
Prairie du Chien-Jordan (80 percent), and secondarily from
the deeper bedrock aquifer, the Mount Simon-Hinckley (10
percent). The surficial unconsolidated aquifer ~~pplies s~me
groundwater in areas not underlain by the Frame du ChienJordan aquifer.
Drift is an unconsolidated deposit containing layers of sand
and gravel (outwash) mixed with layers of clay and silt (till).
Because drift mantles the buried bedrock surface, the
distribution of outwash and till at land surface affects
recharge-that is, the part of precipitat~on that infil~~ates th_e
soil and percolates to the bedrock aquifers. In addition, this
variability in surface deposits controls the leakage of ':'ater
between rivers, lakes, and wetlands and the bedrock aquifers.
Locally the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of undifferentiated drift (not separated into outwash and till) can be as
great as 10,000 times greater than the vertical hydraulic
conductivity (Table 1). In places, the drift yields moderate to
large supplies of water to wells (240 to 2,400 gal/min).
The Prairie du Chien-Jordan aquifer underlies all of Dakota
and Ramsey Counties, most of Washington County, approximately the eastern two-thirds of Hennepin County and the
eastern one-third of Scott County, a small area in southeastern
Anoka County, and scattered locations in Carver County
(Figure 1). It is extensively cut by valleys that were f~r~ed
prior to the last glaciation (38). The process of glaciation
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filled these valleys with drift. (Hereafter, they are referred to
as buried bedrock valleys.) These buried bedrock valleys
connect the Prairie du Chien-Jordan aquifer and the drift
aquifer. The Prairie du Chien-Jordan aquifer yields from 85 to
2,765 gal/min of groundwater to wells.
.
The Mount Simon-Hinckley aquifer underlies the whole of
the TCMA. Few buried bedrock valleys fully penetrate the Eau
Claire confining unit and cut into the lowermost be_drock
aquifer (34). As a result, in th~ TCMA the Mount SimonHinckley aquifer does not receive as much rech~ge from
land surface as the Prairie du Chien-Jordan aquifer. The
Mount Simon-Hinckley aquifer yields 125 to 2,000 gal/min of
groundwater to wells.
Buried Bedrock Valleys
In comparison to the present-day surface, w~ic~ gen~rally
has less than 150 ft of relief and a few deeply incised nvers,
the preglacial surface had an extensive and well-developed
drainage system. Outwash and till fill these preglacial valleys.
The buried preglacial bedrock surface preserves a rectangular
drainage pattern of valleys in an arc that swings from
northeastern Dakota County through Anoka and Hennepin
Counties, ending in Carver County. This pattern, known as
trellis drainage, roughly parallels the northern and western
edges of the Twin Cities Basin. .
.
The most significant hydrologic aspect of buried-bedrock
valleys is the manner in which they physically disrupt the
continuity of bedrock aquifers and confining units. The
vertical hydraulic conductivity of undifferentiated c:i-ift is _10
to 100 times greater than that of the bedrock confining u~its.
Therefore, buried valleys that breach the bedrock confin~ng
units can effectively create vertical flow paths along which
groundwater can flow, comparatively rapidly, through the
aquifer system.
Understanding the relation of the buried bedrock valleys
to the aquifer system depends on understanding the shape_of
the preglacial erosional surface and the type of glacial
materials that cover that surface. The buried preglacial surface
has many topographic features that resemble surficial features
in the TCMA. For example, the St. Croix River valley along
eastern Washington County (Figure 1) is a modern example
of the ancestral Mississippi River Valley. Steep-sided valley
walls, with relief of 60 to 100 ft, similar to those found along
the Mississippi River from Nininger to Minneapolis, bordered
the ancestral Mississippi River and its tributaries as they cut
their way across what is now Dakota and Scott Counties. From
highest to lowest, the elevation of the preglacial surface
changes about 900 to 250 ft above sea level over a distance
of 5 to 10 mi (miles) between St. Paul and Eagan. Between
the areas of sharp elevation change, the buried landscape is
gently rolling. On average, the steepest slope from the top. of
the highlands to the bottom of the valleys is a 2 percent grade.
Present-Day River Valleys
Three major rivers, the Minnesota, Mississippi, and St.
Croix, flow through the TCMA (Figure 1). Their channels have
incised the bedrock and are now filled with as much as 200
ft of unconsolidated deposits (39 ). The lowermost aquifer so
incised is the Ironton-Galesville aquifer. The floodplains of
these rivers are narrow along bedrock-walled channels, but
are one mile wide in the drainage way of the pre-Wisconsin
ancestral Mississippi River.
Three minor rivers, the Cannon, Crow, and Rum, flow
through the TCMA. Their channels are underlain by drift and
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Table 1. Hydrogeologic units and their water-bearing characteristics, Twin Cities aquifer system, Twin Cities Metropolitan Area

Period

Geologic HydroFormation geologic
Unit

Thickness *
(ft}

Quaternary

Undiffer- Drift
entiated aquifer
glacial
drift

0-600
250

Ordovician

Decorah
Shale

Platte~
ville
Formation

Decorah
0-110
Platte50
ville
Glenwood
confining
unit

Glenwood
Formation

Description

Water-bearing Characteristics

Well-sorted fine to coarse deposits
in sandplains or outwash plains may
overlie, underlie, or be interlayered
with poorly sorted fine to v. coarse
tills; contains deposits from Des
Moines and Superior glacial lobes of
Wisconsin age (31); former are a red
homogeneous mixture of sand, clay,
gravel and boulders; latter are gray
and tend to be distinct layers of sand
and clay; Wisconsin drift deposited
over pre-Wisconsin glacial material
and preglacial erosional residuum;
also includes minor alluvium and colluvium deposits in river valleys

Sand and gravel deposits yield
moderateltarge supplies (2402400 gpm }; allows recharge
water to percolate to bedrock
aquifers; controls leakage between surface waters and bed-

rock aquifers; distribution of
drift types affects recharge and
leakage; hydraulically extremely
variable; ratio of horizontal to
vertical conductivity (Kh/Kvl
locally up to 10 5 :1; average Kv
= 0.18 to 6.7Xl0- 4 ft/d (sand
and gravel}, z 2.1 ft/d (till);
Kh = 0.002-650 ft/d (13)

Shale, fissile, fossiliferous with min- Local confining unit; not preor coquinoidal limestone lenses (27).
sent in much of TCMA; occurs as
Uppermost bedrock unit in area
isolated islands; fractures and
solution cavities in limestone
Dolomitic limestone with thin beds and yield small supplies ~i wells;
massive, finely-crystalline dolomite
estimated Kv = 3.5X10
ft/d
(12)
(27); interbed shale in upper few feet
grades into Decorah shale
Sandy, clayey siltstone; sandy shale
with minor sandstone layers
All: mostly removed by preglacial erosion; where present, separated by buried drift-filled bedrock valleys

St. Peter St. Peter 0-100
Sandstone aquifer
60

Sandstone, massive,

quartzose,

fine-

to medium well-sorted, round grains;
grades into overlying unit (27,29).
Dissected by preglacial bedrock valleys and present river valleys

Used for domestic supply; yields
10-100 gpm; unconfined and confined conditions; Kh = 24-50
ft/d (field}, 0.03-43.9 ft/d
(lab} (7); regionally "' 15ft/d
( g}

Prairie
du Chien
Group

Cambrian

Jordan
Sandstone
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Lower St. 0-50
Peter
45
confining
unit

Friable well-sorted fine-grained sandstone (27,29); interlayered clayey
siltstone disappears southward (9};
Dissected by preglacial bedrock valleys and present river valleys

Local confining unit where not
cut by preglacial valleys; may
be above water table;
Kv z O. 3X 10- 3 ft/d (7, 12)

Prairie
0-350
du Chien- 200
Jordan
aquifer

Dolomite, sandstone, sandy dolomite,
thinly to thickly bedded (27,29)

Permeability due to fractures,
joints and solution cavities;
yields to 1800 gpm; Kh = 20-106
(ave. = 44) ft/d (field) (12)

Sandstone, medium-to coarse grain,
to bedded, loose/well-cemented; rarely
present w/o overlying dolomite (27,29)

Mostly intergranular permeability; some due to joint partings;
yields: 36-2400 gpm; Kh = 19-107
ft/d (field), 4. 6-166 ft/d (lab)
regionally"' 50 ft/d (9,12)

Both: bedrock valleys and present
river valleys dissect throughout TCMA

Presently supplies 80% of ground
water in TCMA; confined and unconfined conditions; yields: 852765 gpm; Ku= 25-50 ft/d.
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Table 1. Hydrogeologic units and their water-bearing characteristics, Twin Cities aquifer system, Twin Cities Metropolitan Area- Continued

St.
Lawrence

St.
0-240
Lawrence- 200

Formation

Franconia

Franconia
Formation

confining
unit

Dolomitic siltstone interlayered with
Confining unit where overlain by
v. fine grained sandstone (29); percent Prairie du Chien aquifer; may
sand increases toward Nin study area
yield 10-20 gpm to domestic
wells when occurs as first bedFine- to coarse-grained dolomitic sand- rock; Kv = 0.2-lXl0- 3 ft/d
stone, thins southward and interfingers (field); may decrease upward bewith thickening upper and lower very
cause of upward fining (19,27)
fine-grained silty sandstone (27).

Both: mostly continuous in TCMA; bedrock valleys and present river valleys
dissect in N and W; uppermost bedrock
in Wand NW parts of study area
Ironton
Sandstone
Galesville
Sandstone

IrontonGalesville
aquifer

0-100
60

Fine- coarse-grained sandstone, moderately well/poorly sorted. Locally
V. silty (27),
Fine- medium grained sandstone; moderately well sorted (27)

Used as water source beyond limits of Prairie du Chien-Jordan
aquifer; yields: 40-400 gpm;
Kh = 0.1-4.0 ft/d (field), 0.171. 7 ft/d (lab (19), regionally
about 10 ft/d (9)

Both: mostly continuous in TCMA; lowest
unit affected by pre- and post-glacial
erosion; cut by buried bedrock valleys
and Mississippi and St. Croix Rivers
along E, Wand N boundaries; faulted

Precambrian

Eau Claire Eau
0-150
Formation Claire
80
confining
unit

Siltstone and v. fine sandstone locally interbedded with thin shale; absent
in N part of area (29); blends with
Mt. Simon and Galesville Sandstones in
N and W part of area (27); continuous
in TCMA; faulted; incised by buried
bedrock valleys N and W of TCMA.

Mount
.Simon
Sandstone

Thick to v. thick bedded sandstone,
friable, mostly medium/coarse but
ranges v. coarse/v. fine; cross bedded
with silty laminae; faulted; continuous in TCMA.

Hinkley
Sandstone

Mount
SimonHinkley
aquifer

0-280
200

Regional confining unit; may
yield small quantities to domestic wells when occurs as

-3

first bedrock; ~'6 "' lX 10
ft/d
(field), 7.4Xl0
ft/d (lab),
5
regionally "' 5. 5X10- ft/d;
Kh/Kv ratio"' 100:1 (19)
Second major aquifer in TCMA;
supplies -10% of groundwater
pumped; yields: 125-2000 gpm;
Kh = 8-20 ft/d (field), 0.035 ft/d (lab), regionally"'
15 ft/d (9).

~=Upper number is approximate range in thickness; lower number is average thickness
""Gallons per minute

generally do not incise the bedrock ( except for the Cannon
River). The major hydrologic effects of these narrow rivers are
to control the configuration and altitude of the water table
and to act as discharge zones for shallow groundwater flow.

Concepts of Groundwater Flow Through the
Aquifer System
Groundwater moves from areas of recharge to areas of
discharge. The distribution of hydraulic head and the water
transmitting properties of individual hydrogeologic units
(Table 1) control the rate and direction of groundwater flow ·
through the aquifer system.
Recharge

Recharge to the groundwater system occurs mainly as that
part of precipitation that infiltrates (percolates) through the
soil and underlying unsaturated zone to the water table.
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Historically, precipitation generally ranges from 26 to 32
in/yr ( 40). Most is lost to evaporation from surface-water
bodies and from evapotranspiration from soils and vegetation
( 41 ). As a result, only 7 to 9 in/yr of water is available for both
recharge to groundwater and discharge to streams. This
agrees with the median annual difference between streamflow entering and leaving the TCMA for 1935-87, about 8
in/yr (36). Based on the estimate of median monthly
discharge for December through February (0.34 in), when
there is little overland runoff, groundwater discharge to rivers
is about 4 in/yr. For the purposes of recharge estimation,
assuming there is no significant change in groundwater
stored within the aquifer system, it is reasonable to consider
long-term recharge to be approximately equal to long-term
groundwater discharge to rivers. Taking into account the
uncertainties associated with estimates of recharge, it is
reasonable to consider recharge to be about 3 to 5 in/yr (7
to 9 in/yr minus 4 in/yr).
Journal of the Minnesota Academy of Science
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The distribution of sandy and clayey deposits at land
surface affects the local distribution of recharge. Water
infiltrates more rapidly through sandy deposits than through
clayey deposits, and it also discharges more readily to local
streams through sandy deposits. Land-use practices also
directly affect recharge. Urbanization has decreased wetland
and wooded areas. Manmade surfaces such as concrete,
asphalt, rooftops, and turf in urbanized areas tend to increase
runoff, and sewers divert runoff to other areas further
reducing recharge of precipitation.
In areas of recharge, water moves downward into and
through the aquifer system. Recharge to the surficial aquifer
occurs practically everywhere in the TCMA except beneath
major rivers and streams. Recharge to underlying bedrock
aquifers is most rapid where there is a good hydraulic
connection between the surficial and underlying bedrock
aquifers. At locations where the rate of recharge exceeds the
ability of the aquifer to transport the water, the potentiometric
surface of an aquifer can be higher than that in surrounding
areas. In the TCMA, the potentiometric surface in the bedrock
aquifers mounds beneath topographic highs in Washington,
Dakota, Scott, and Hennepin Counties and the mounds are
considered areas of regional recharge (Figure 1).
Flow Through Principal Aquifers and Change in the Altitude
of Potentiometric Surfaces
Known consequences of groundwatfr use from its beginning around 1880 to 1980 can be used to evaluate potential
consequences of increased use. Between 1880 and 1980,
groundwater withdrawals caused long-term water-level
declines of as much as 90 feet in the Prairie du Chien-Jordan
aquifer and 240 feet in the deeper Mount Simon-Hinckley
aquifer (35). Long-term declines in the potentiometric
surfaces of these deeper aquifers induce more recharge to
deeper parts of the aquifer system. As a result, a greater
percentage of the water in the system flows through the
deeper bedrock aquifers than through shallow drift aquifers
and is denied as discharge to small streams, seepage faces,
and springs. Consequently, many of the springs and seeps
reported in the 1880s ( 42) no longer can be found. In
addition, under certain conditions, increased pumpage may
be great enough to cause a decline in the potentiometric
surface that can induce water to leak from streams into the
groundwater system, thereby reducing streamflow.
An accurate description of regional groundwater flow
depends on the availability of reliable hydraulic-head data. In
the TCMA, hydraulic-head data are available from about the
year 1880 through 1989. Most early data were collected at
times of well completion, pump repair, or well maintenance
( 42). With each succeeding water-level survey, the number
and extent of water-level measurements expanded. By 1980,
water levels were measured in about 700 wells in the sevencounty area and in five surrounding counties. Many wells in
which water levels were measured are actively used for
municipal supply, air conditioning of commercial buildings,
industrial processes, irrigation, or domestic supply.
Prairie du Chienjordan Aquifer
Measured water levels during the 1880s (35) indicate that
groundwater flowed from topographically-controlled areas of
high water levels (greater than 900 ft above sea level) in
northern Washington and central Hennepin Counties toward
the major rivers-the Mississippi, Minnesota, and St. Croix.
(Data were not available for that time period for southern
Scott and Dakota Counties.) Measured water levels in the
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winter of 1980 (18) indicated that groundwater flowed from
the same topographical areas, where water levels were greater
than 900 feet above sea level, toward the same rivers. These
trends show that the major rivers in the TCMA are the
principal natural drains of groundwater from the Prairie du
Chien-Jordan aquifer (18).
Local declines of up to 90 ft have occurred in the potentiometric surface of this aquifer as a result of pumpage from
the 1880s through 1965 (35). Changes in the potentiometric
surface between 1965 and 1980 (18) have been minor.
Comparison of the distribution of water levels in the aquifer
for the 1880s and the winter of 1980 (18) show that declines
greater than 25 ft have occurred over time in wide areas of
southeastern Hennepin County, the southern two-thirds of
Ramsey County, and the northern fringe of Dakota County
along the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers. Declines locally
exceeded 50 ft in Hennepin County near Minnetonka and at
the eastern end of the boundary between Edina and St. Louis
Park. A large area of decline greater than 50 ft occurred along
the Mississippi River near downtown Minneapolis, along the
Minnesota River from Burnsville to its confluence with the
Mississippi River, and over much of southern Ramsey and
northern Dakota Counties.
Seasonal water- level changes as great as 70 ft ( 18) occur
because pumpage for commercial buildings during August is
commonly more than ten times that during February (1). The
absence of measured cones of depression in this aquifer
along the rivers in the winter ( 18) corresponds closely to the
recovery of water levels in wells where large seasonal
drawdowns develop because of groundwater withdrawals for
cooling during summer (18). Groundwater withdrawals in
areas adjacent to the Mississippi River in downtown areas of
both cities intercept water that would otherwise have flowed
into the river. The effect of large summertime withdrawals of
groundwater for municipal and air conditioning use on the
water-level surface is observed throughout the aquifer system
(18). Water-level changes may be as great as 30 ft, but the
cones of depression generally are much smaller than one-half
mile in diameter.
Mount Simon-Hinckley Aquifer
Measured water levels from the 1880s indicate that the
natural, predevelopment flow of groundwater in the Mount
Simon-Hinckley aquifer was from a topographicallycontrolled area of high water levels in the northwestern
corner of the TCMA (greater than 900 ft above sea level) east
to the St. Croix and Mississippi Rivers (35). Measured water
levels in winter 1980 (18) indicate that groundwater now
moves from the same area of high water levels in the
northwestern part of the TCMA southeasterly toward the
Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers and toward a large cone of
depression near the center of the TCMA. In addition, in 1980,
groundwater moved toward the cone from an area of high
water levels to the south of the TCMA (8) and west from
Washington County near the St. Croix River (18).
The cone of depression in the potentiometric surface in the
Mount Simon-Hinckley aquifer was about 25 mi in diameter
and 100 to 150 ft deep in winter 1980 (18), and it encircled
major pumping centers in St. Louis Park and Edina (Hennepin
County) and in St. Paul (southern Ramsey County). Wells in
pumping centers that withdraw significant quantities of water
from this aquifer are scattered throughout the area ( 1) and all
contribute to development of the cone (18).
Local declines in the potentiometric surface of as much as
240 ft occurred in the Mount Simon-Hinckley aquifer from the
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1880s through 1965 (35). Changes were minor between 1965
and 1980 (18). Comparison of measured water levels from
the 1880s (35) and the winter of 1980 (18) shows declines
in hydraulic head greater than 50 ft over much of southeastern
Hennepin, southern Anoka, northwestern Washington, and
parts of Dakota, Scott, and Carver Counties.
Water levels in this aquifer generally decline sharply ( 18)
from winter to summer in response to increased summer
pumpage (1). Changes in groundwater withdrawals in and
near the Twin Cities occur within the cone of depression in
this aquifer, away from areas of natural groundwater discharge.
Discharge
Groundwater discharges to rivers by leaking through river
sediments. The rate of leakage into and out of rivers is a
function of hydraulic properties of the river-bed materials and
the difference in head between groundwater in adjacent
aquifers and stage of the river. When the groundwater head
is higher than the river stage, groundwater will flow into the
river. When the heads are reversed, river water will flow into
the aquifer. Leakage between streams and groundwater can
vary seasonally because of summer pumpage. Increased
pumping for air conditioning, irrigation, and municipal
supply reduces the flow of groundwater through the aquifer
and thus the rate of groundwater discharge to the rivers.
Under certain conditions, increased pumpage may be great
enough to reverse normal gradients and induce the flow of
water from the streams into the groundwater system (18).
Springs and seepage faces occur along the sides of valleys.
Springs and seeps are found along steep-sided cliffs typical of
the TCMA where a transmissive layer in an aquifer overlies a
less transmissive layer (e.g. a confining unit). Water tends to
flow along the contact between the two layers. large icicles
form at these seeps in winter, dramatically marking the
locations of discharge points.
The Mississippi, Minnesota, and St. Croix Rivers are
especially important areas of discharge for aquifers from the
Ironton-Galesville up through the drift. In addition, the St.
Croix River is an important area of natural discharge for the
Mount Simon-Hinckley aquifer. Flow in these rivers is
maintained by groundwater discharge during periods of little
or no precipitation.
Discharge of rivers in the TCMA has been recorded since
the late 1890s. Continuous-recording streamflow gages,
operated for 40 to more than 100 years, provide records that
help define low-flow characteristics of the Mississippi River
(usually described in terms of the 7-day, 10-year low flow).
This value for the Mississippi River near Anoka is 1,180 ft 3/s
and 1,430 ft 3/s (45) at St. Paul, below the mouth of the
Minnesota River. These statistics are based on daily mean
streamflow records from 1931-83 and from 1892-1983,
respectively. Both records include effects of the severe
drought of the 1930s and releases from headwater dams
required to provide water for river navigation prior to the
construction of locks and dams on the Mississippi River
below the TCMA. The lowest recorded daily mean flow,
unaffected by stream regulation for the Mississippi River, was
603 ft 3 /s near Anoka and 632 ft 3 /s at St. Paul in 1934.
Groundwater discharge from aquifers to rivers in the TCMA
is a significant part of streamflow. Groundwater discharge can
be estimated by subtracting the flow in the Mississippi River
as it leaves the area from the flow in the Mississippi,
Minnesota, and St. Croix Rivers where they enter the area for
a period when precipitation does not contribute to steam-
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flow. Using gaging-station records for these rivers, groundwater discharge is calculated to be about 25 and 15 percent
of the flow and 820 and 1,240 ft3/s, respectively, of the
monthly mean flow of the Mississippi River at the Prescott,
Wisconsin, gage duringJanuary 1977 (a dry year) (43) and
January 1982 (a wet year) ( 44). Records from 1935-87 suggest
that the median annual instantaneous discharge from the
groundwater system to the rivers in the TCMA is about 1,000
ft3/s, or about 4 in/yr if the discharge rate is divided by the
drainage area of 3,400 mi 2 (36). Because the aquifers respond
relatively slowly to a drought, river flow was sustained by
groundwater seepage even during the prolonged drought of
the 1930s. A drought of this magnitude could recur, on
average, once every 100 years, but the interval between
droughts may not be regular.
Factors Affecting Water-Supply Potential
Three essential factors affect the water-supply potential of
an aquifer system in response to groundwater withdrawals at
individual wells ( 46):
( 1) Distance to and character of the recharge.
(2) Distance to the locality of natural discharge.
(3) Character of the cone(s) of depression in the aquifer
system which depend on the hydraulic properties of that
system.
A conceptual model can qualitatively summarize the major
physical and hydraulic characteristics, explain cause and
effect relations among natural and manmade stresses and
aquifer heads, and indicate the interactions of these factors in
the aquifer system. Major elements and assumptions in the
conceptual model of the Twin Cities aquifer system, discussed in detail above, are summarized as follows:
( 1) Aquifers are recharged by that part of precipitation that
infiltrates the ground and percolates to the saturated
zone.
(2) Water is withdrawn from aquifers by pumping or natural
discharge.
(3) Water movement across the base of the Hinckley Sandstone is small.
·
( 4) Water moves between the aquifer system and the
Mississippi, Minnesota, and St. Croix Rivers, depending
on the difference between aquifer head and river stage.
(5) Aquifers discharge through springs and seepage faces
along the three major rivers.
( 6) Natural limits for some hydrogeologic units of the aquifer
system are located beyond the boundaries of the TCMA.
(7) Groundwater flow in aquifers and confining units is
considered to be horizontal and vertical, respectively; the
aquifers are hydraulically connected by leakage through
the confining beds.
The amount of groundwater that can be withdrawn
continuously from an aquifer system generally depends on
how much of the natural discharge can be captured ( 47).
Consequently, a determination of the amount and distribution of groundwater use in the TCMA is vital. Groundwater
recharge to the water table, groundwater withdrawals from
pumping, and groundwater discharge to rivers reach equilibrium when pumping is balanced by capture. Capture occurs
when groundwater withdrawals from bedrock aquifers in the
Twin Cities aquifer system intercept groundwater enroute to
the regional areas of discharge (the three major rivers) from
regional areas of recharge.
On the basis of empirical estimates of maximum available
recharge (about 6 in/yr.) over the approximately 3,400 mi2
TCMA, the probable maximum amount of continuous
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groundwater withdrawals from the Prairie du Chien-Jordan
. and Mount Simon-Hinckley aquifers is about 1,100 Mgal/d
(7). A better estimate of maximum withdrawals from these
aquifers is about 650 Mgal/ d based on results of simulations
with a three-dimensional model of groundwater flow in the
aquifer system ( 45). The lower estimate is based on an
improved definition of average recharge and actual or
probable locations of pumped wells, which do not necessarily yield water at optimum rates of withdrawal from the
aquifer system.
In constrast to the above estimates of maximum available
recharge, average daily groundwater use in the TCMA has
been about 200 Mgal/d from the late 1970s through 1986, the
last year of normal precipitation. About 80 percent of
groundwater withdrawn is from the Prairie du Chien-Jordan
aquifer. Most of the remaining groundwater withdrawals are
from the Mount Simon-Hinckley aquifer, and the sand and
gravel aquifers in glacial drift.
The difference between the rate of groundwater withdrawal (200 Mgal/d) and the maximum continuous withdrawal
rate (650 Mgal/d) does not mean that 450 Mgal/d of
groundwater is available for additional withdrawal without an
increase in costs and risks. Increased groundwater withdrawals would come at the expense of decreased discharge to the
major rivers and/ or lowering of the water table and a
commensurate decrease in storage of groundwater in the
aquifer system ( 46, 47, 48). For example, simulation of
groundwater withdrawals of 650 Mgal/d resulted in a
hypothetical reduction of groundwater discharge to the major
rivers of 225 ft 3/s; local lowering of the potentiometric
surfaces of the Prairie du Chien-Jordan and Mount SimonHinckley aquifers by up to several hundred feet; and an
increase of recharge to the aquifer system with a resultant
permanent lowering of the water table by an average of 0.5
ft over the entire 3,400 mi 2 TCMA ( 45).
"Safe yield" has been defined as "the amount of groundwater one can withdrawwithout getting into trouble ( 46)" or
"without producing an undesired result ( 49 ). "Consequently,
the amount of development will depend "on the hydrologic
effects that you want to tolerate, ultimately or at any given
time ( 48)." For example, two possible consequences of
increased withdrawal rates from the Twin Cities aquifer
system are: ( 1) increased costs of pumping groundwater from
increasing depths as the potentiometric surface is lowered
and (2) the reduction of quality of groundwater at locations
where lower quality river water is induced to flow into
bedrock aquifers. In addition, increased withdrawal rates
could increase conflicts among users of groundwater.
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